The new STIHL BT 130 earth auger
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Overview of the STIHL BT 130

STIHL 4-MIX engine
QuickStop drill brake
Long-life air filter system
Multi-function handle
Vibration-dampening frame
Large support cushion
Versatile drilling tools

A breakthrough in quality.
BT 130
Displacement (cm3 )
Power output (kW/hp)
Weight (kg)*

1

36,3
1.4/1.9
9,9

Sound pressure level** (dB (A))

92

Sound power level** (dB (A))

100

Vibration level*** left/right (m/s 2 )
Spindle speed (rpm)

1.5 /2.2
200

Automatic decompression valve
STIHL ElastoStart

Impressive performance: The STIHL BT 130 earth auger generates
impressively high torque thanks to its high-performance, smooth
running 4-MIX engine. It is incredibly fuel-efficient, produces very
few emissions and doesn’t require regular oil servicing.
 reat handling: The multi-function handle, large support cushion
G
and vibration-dampening frame make the auger comfortable to
operate and enable the user to precisely guide the drill. The controls
are ergonomically positioned and easy to use.
 ffective protection: STIHL’s exclusive QuickStop drill brake imme
E
diately stops the drill if it becomes jammed.

–

QuickStop drill brake
Start lock/reverse rotation lock
Long-life air filter system

1

Fitted as standard
Supplied without
drilling tool

*		 Excluding fuel and drilling tool
**		 K factor according to Dir. 2006/42/EC = 2,5 dB (A)
***		 K factor according to Dir. 2006/42/EC = 2 m/s 2

For further information and advice: 

www.stihl.com

Push on through
The STIHL BT 130

The STIHL BT 130
earth auger

The benefits of the BT 130
Rules the earth: The new STIHL BT 130 earth auger bores
quickly and powerfully into the ground, thanks to its fuel-efficient

Impressive performance
1

4-MIX engine. Equally as impressive are its vibration-dampening
frame, multi-function handle, large comfort cushion and the unique
QuickStop drill brake, all of which boost user comfort and make

STIHL 4-MIX engine
High performance, low fuel consumption: The 1.4 kW
STIHL 4-MIX engine combines the advantages of two-stroke
and four-stroke engines – it’s fuel-efficient and smooth running,
but is also incredibly powerful and delivers plenty of torque.

the tool easy to operate. The BT 130 is the ideal tool when drilling
holes for fence posts, plants and point foundations.

Long-life air filter system
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Stays clean, even when things get dirty: The long-life air filter
system and a series of special components integrated into
the carburettor work to reliably protect the engine, so it only
requires infrequent cleaning.

Great handling
3

Multi-function handle
Everything at your fingertips: All the engine controls are integrated
into the right handle, enabling the user to operate the earth auger
with their fingers. Their hand stays in the working position while
they operate the controls.
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Vibration-dampening frame
Steady as she goes: The vibration-dampening frame ensures
a significant reduction in vibrations. This makes the tool less
tiring to operate, particularly during long periods of drilling or
large-scale planting projects.
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Large support cushion
A lways by your side: The large support cushion rests against
the user’s body or leg during drilling, allowing the auger to be
precisely and smoothly guided through the ground.
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 ersatile drilling tools
V
S TIHL offers a wide variety of drilling tools, so you’ll be well
prepared for all kinds of jobs.

Effective protection

Plenty of power
with every turn.
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QuickStop drill brake
S afety first: The QuickStop drill brake with release lever immediately stops the auger if it becomes jammed in ground and the
user activates the release lever with their thigh. It also acts as
a reverse rotation lock – jammed auger bits can simply be removed
manually.

